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Turning your home smart has never been easier. By using mediola® 

a.i.o. gateway and our free App IQONTROL  you can transform your 

home into a Smart Home worry-free and amazingly simple. Just use 

any wireless smartphone or tablet and enjoy the security and conveni-

ence of an innovative home management system, that simplifies your 

life. Because our a.i.o. gateway is equipped with a unique hybrid 

technology which allows to control your home devices wirelessly via 

infrared and radio frequency, it's really simple to upgrade new and 

older homes. Connect and combine seamlessly your CE-Equipment 

such as TV & Hifi with a wide range of wireless Building Control for 

lights, shutters, thermostats and more. Use also rf sensors for smoke, 

temperature, motion, water etc in combination with simple automati-

on features like one-touch-scenes, time-, astro- & event-triggered 

actions or emergency messages to lift your personal security 

standard and comfort to a higher level.

IQONTROL was designed to be as simple and user-friendly as possib-

le, making it easier than ever to control, automate and manage your 

home. Just set up and manage the system directly on your mobile 

device. No Desktop-PC is required.

After initial set up, the control interface of your system will be 

generated automatically by the App for any screen resolution. So 

you can combine an unlimited amount of small (phones) and large 

(tablets) control units without any adaption efforts.

Discover how intuitive and worry-free mediola® can change your 

daily routines.

list of compatible rf-components: http://selector.mediola.com

›› Requirements: mediola® a.i.o. gateway V.2 
›› Free App available for Apple iOS, Android, 
 Windows Phone 8 and browser-version
›› Unlimited number of mobile control units per 
 user account
›› Many trendy colours for control interface
›› Control interface is self-generating and adapts to 
 different display resolutions automatically
›› Plug‘n Play Gateway Configuration
›› Control your system at home and away (secure remote 
 access via internet**)
›› Optional upgrade to Premium-RF (Gira, Berker, Jung...) 

›› Suppors RF-actuators incl. learn  & transmit RF 
›› Supports RF-sensors (smoke, motion, water,
 window/door ...)**
›› Learn & transmit Infrared
›› Free definition of one-touch-scenes incl. 
 combination of RF and IR-Commands. 
›› Automated execution of timer controlled 
 commands (Task-Planner)
›› Event-triggered execution of commands 
 (Event Manager) 
›› Data storage & display of current measurement values
 and data flow charts (i. e. Smart Metering)

MAIN FEATURES

** available  from Q2/ 2014
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